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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMIVIISSION

WASHINGTON, O. C. 20555
July 9, 1981

Docket No. 50-244
LS05-81- 07-014

Mr. John E. Maier, Vice President
Rochester Gas 5 Electric Corporation
89 East Avenue
Rochester, New York 14649

Dear Mr. Maier:
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SUBJECT: SEP REVIEW TOPICS II-4, GEOLOGY AND SEISMOLOGY AND II-4.B,
PROXIMITY OF CAPABLE TECTONIC STRUCTURES IN PLANT VICINITY

~

I'nclosed'is a copy of our evaluation for Systematic Evaluation Program
Topics II-4, "Geology and Seismology," and II-4.B, "Proximity of Capable
Tectonic Structures in Plant Vicinity." These assessments compare your
site condition, as described in the 'docket and references with the
criteria currently used by the staff for licensing new facilities.
Please inform us if your site condition differs from the licensing
basis assumed in our assessments.

Our review of these topics is complete and this evaluation will be
a basic input to the integrated safety assessment for your facility
unless you identify changes needed to reflect the existing site condi-
tion at your facility. These topic assessments may be revised in the
future if NRC criteria relating to these topics are modified before
the integrated assessment is completed.

Sincerely,

~

~

."~ Dennis M. Crutchfield, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch No. 5
Division of Licensing

Enclosure:
As stated

cc w/enclosure:
See next page
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fir. John E. Maier

CC

Harry H. Voigt, Esquire
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby and MacRae
1333 Hew Hampshire Avenue, N. W.

Suite 1100
Washington, D. C. 20036

Hr. Michael,'Slade
12 Trailwood Circle
Rochester, Hew York 14618

Ezra Bialik
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental Protection Bureau
Hew York State Department of Law-
2 World Trade Center
Hew York, New York 10047

Jeffrey Cohen
Hew York State Energy Office
Swan Street Building
Core 1, Second Floor
Empire State Plaza
Albany, Hew York 12223

Director, Technical Development
Programs

State of Hew York Energy Office
Agency Building 2
Eayire State Plaza

'Albany, Hew York 12223

Rochester Public Library
115 South Avenue
Rochester, New York 14604

Supervisor of the Town
of Ontario

107 Ridge Road West
Ontario, Hew York 14519

Mr- Thomas B. Cochran
Hatural Resources Defense Council, Inc.
1725 I Street,,'. W.

Suite 600
Washington, D. C. 20006

'U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
- Region II Office

ATTN: E IS COORD IHATOR
26 Federal Plaza.
New York, New York 10007

Herbert Grossman, Esq., Chairman
Atomic Safety.and Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dr. Richard F. Cole
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

De. Emmeth A. Luebke
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comoission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Resident Inspector
R. E. Ginna Plant
c/o U. S. HRC
1503 Lake Road
Ontario, New York 14519



SEP SAFETY TOPIC EVALUATION

R. E. GINNA NUCLEAR POMER PLANT

TOPIC II-4, GEOLOGY AND SEISMOLOGY

Introduction

Ouring the time frame when SEP plants were designed, the licensees, because

compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.70 was not required, usually provided

only very minimal information in geologic and seismologic areas. Therefore,

in order to assess the adequacy of the design of these older plants with

respect to local geologic and seismologic phenomena, a re-review was necessary.

The. scope of. this topic review included surface faulting, potential landslides,

ground collapse, possibility of liquefaction, etc.

Review Criteria

Standard Review Plan Sections 2.5.1, 2.5.2, 2.5.3, 2.5.4 and 2.5.5

2. Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100

Related Safet To scs and Inter aces

The related safety topics are II-4.A, II-4.B, and II-4.C. The conclusion from

each of these sub-topics form a part of the overall conclusion for this topic,

i.e., site specific ground response spectrum for this site.

Evaluation

The geology and seismology of the Ginna site were first'eviewed in 1965

and 1966 by the Atomic Energy Coarnission (AEC) and its advisors, the U. S.

Geological Survey (USGS) and the Environmental Science Services Administration

(ESSA) of the Coast and Geodetic Survey. In its report the USGS concluded

that a relationship between seismicity and mapped faults had not been demon-
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strated within the area. The ESSA concluded after its review of the regional

seismicity that the plant should be designed for a moderately strong earth-

quake having an acceleration of approximately '0.20g without:,loss of function

of components imoortant to safety.

Recently, as a part of the SEP, a re-review of the seismological hazard at

the Ginna site was conducted throu@ the Site Specific Spectra Program

for the Eastern United States SEP facilities. The current recommendation for

the seismic input ground motion was transmitted to the SEP Owners in a'etter
from D. M. Crutchfield, dated June 17, 1981. In Attachment 2 to the letter,

a memo from the Geosciences Branch, Division of Engineering, entitled, "Final

Review and Recommendations for Site Specific Spectra at SEP Sites," the following

conclusion was drawn:

"Based upon our ongoing review of site geology to satisfy SEP Topics

II-4: Geology and Seismology, and II-4.8; Proximity of Capable Structures

to the Site, we do not anticipate that our final review of these topics

will-have any impact upon the recommended spectra."

The geology of the site was re-assessed by the AEC staff when Rochester Gas

& Electric Corporation (RGEE) applied for' full term license in August l972.

At that time RGEiE reported the aiscovery of faults adjacent to Ginna during

investigations for an alternate site for its Sterling Power Project, We

reviewed the available data concerning these faults and concluded that they

were not capable within the meaning of Appendix A, 10 CFR Part 100-

Other new information that we became aware of since the CP review was the

texistence of relatively high residual stresses in bedrock in the Lake
Ontario'egion

(Fitzpatrick PSAR and FSAR, Sbar and Sykes, 197", and Dames and Moore,





1978 Nine Hi 1 e Point Geologic Investi gati ons) Me have revi ewed the avai )able

data and conclude that if such stresses were present at the Ginna site they

were most likely relieved during excavation and construction and do not

represent a problem to the plant. In response to staf questions RGGE con-

firmed that during the life of the plant there have been no occurrences

such as cracked walls or foundations that can be attributed to high stresses

in bedrock.

Ouring the SEP geological review of the Ginna site the staff reviewed

the following materials: the Ginna PSAP., SER, Oa..es and:moore Geological

and Geophysical Inv'estigations Ginna Site, Oames and 'moore Geologic Investi-

cations Nine tdile Point Onit 2, aerial photographs, topograhic maps, and

selected documents from the open literature .(a list of references is at

the end o this chapter).

The following paragraphs present a brief description of the regional and

si.e geology.

The site is located on the southern shore of Lake Ontario in the eastern

portion of the Erie-Ontario Lowlands Physiographic Province (Fenneman, 1938).

The regional topography is of low relief and rises gradually from an elevation

of +750 msl at the lake to +500 at the Portage Escarpmen which is the northern

boundary or. the Appalachian Plateau Province to he south. A beach ridge 10

to 25 feet high parallels. the shoreline of Lake Ontario 4 miles to the south.

North of the ridge is the lake plain o former glacial Lake Iroquois. The

site lies on this plain.

The southern margin of Lake Ontario is characterized by many promontories

which seem to reflect prominent joint directions in bedrock. The site is. located
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near one such promontory called Smokey Point. 4lajor joint directions are H 75

to 85 E and t/10 E to 30 W. Erosional bluffs along the lake range from 15 to0, 0 0

30 feet high. Smokey Point is located at the eastern end, of a 5 mile long ridge,
C

~+

the crest of which is about +315'. Relief- in the site area is low with

elevations ranging from +360 to +300. The site is underlain by 20 to

60 feet of glacial deposits and approxima.ely 2700 feet of Paleozoic

(570 million years before present..mybp to 225 mybp) sedimentary rocks over

crystalline basement. The uppermost Paleozoic unit is sandstone of upper

Ordovician (455 to 430 mybp) Queenston Formation.

The glacial deposits include at least two till horizons. The lower unit

overlies bedrock and varies in thickness from 6 to 25 .feet. This unit

consists of grayish red, calcarous, silty clay. The unit is poorly sorted

and contains numerous striated and faceted pebbles, cobbles and boulders.

The upoer till unit is at or near the ground surface and ranges from ? to 30

feet in thickness. This unit ls composed o relatively uniform olive gray to

yellow brown silty, sandy clay, with large boulders several feet in diameter.

Between the two till horizons is a zone of lakebed deoosits consisting o

gray, very plastic clay.

RGEE has determined by regional correlation that the lower till unit is

associated with the Woodfordian glacial advance., a substage of the Wisconsinan

Stage, which took place about ZZ,000 years ago. The lakebed deposit is believed

to have been deposited in the bed of Lake Iroquois. The upper till is

related to a minor glacial readvancement that occurred about 12,000 vears ago.

The staff has examined the evidence and agrees with the licensee's interpretation.
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Sased on'the information provided in the references, the acceptable conclusions
'f

Topics II-4.A, II-4.8, and II-4.C and the evaluation stated above, we con-

elude that the information used for developing site specific spectra is adequate

and have re-affirmed that local geologic and seismologic phenomena will not

affect the plant.
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SEP SAFETY TOPIC EVALUATION

R. E. GINNA NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

TOPIC II-4.B, Proximity of Capable Tectonic Structures in Plant Vicinity

Introduction

In order to assure that the local geological features and the expected ground

shaking characteristics will not endanger the safety of plant facilities,
an evaluation should be made on the characteristics of local geological

features. The scope of this topic evaluation is to review the existing

information provided by licensee and to identify new features such as capable

faults, etc.

Review Criteria

1. Standard Review Plan Section 2.5.2

2. Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100

Related Sa fet Topi cs -and Interfaces

The related safety topics are II-4, II-4.A and II-4.C. The results of=this

review topic may af ect the conclusion drawn for these related topics, i.e.,
site specific ground response spectra developed for the SEP plants.

Evaluation

Within the Ontario Lowlands the nearest regional faulting is the Clarendon-

Linden structure near Hatavia, New York. The structure trends north-south

and is about 35 miles west of Ginna. The fault is described (Fakundiny et al,

1978) as a complex faulted zone with major north-south set of subparallel

normal and reverse faults that have a cumulative displacement of approximately

100 meters with east side up. Data suggests that the zone is continuous.

to the north across Lake Ontario for a total length of as much as 180 km.
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Fakundiny et al (1978) found no unequivocal evidence of post glacial fault-

ing among 36 faults, 6716 joints and 87 pop-ups studied around the CIarendon-

Linden fault system. However, numerous earthquakes, inclu'ding the 1929
D

Modified Mercalli .Intensity VIIl earthquake, .have occurred within the fault
>I@

system near Attica. 'A number of seismologists have concluded that

these events are probably related to solution mining of salt.

The presence faults. has been documented at'he Nine Hi le Point and Fitzpatrick

nuclear sites approximately 50 miles east of Ginna. The structures are three

west-northwest striking high angle faults, and several north-south striking thrust

faults and folds ~ Displ acements range from inches to several feet. Several of

the faults mapped at Nine Mile Point, Unit 2 have been shown to have underaone

some movement during the last 10,000 years. Although the NRC staff has not

completed its review of these faults we have ten atively concluded that the

.-..ost recent displacements are most likely assoc"ted with the complex phenomena

caused by glacial loading and unloading. However, 'no such oost Pleistocene

faults have been identified at Ginna.

A structural complex was also discovered at the proposed New Haven site located

a few miles east of Nine Mile Point. These structures consist of a larg

northeast striking anticline with several associated faults. The folds and ..

faults were demonstrated. by the applicant to be non capable within the intent 'of

Appendix A (NYSHG I and 2 PSAR).
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Several minor normal faults with 2 to 15 feet of displacements have oeer

identified between the site and northward projection of the Clarendon-Linden

fault. There is no evidence that indicates post Pleistocene (less than 10 mybp)

movement along these faults.

During an investigation conducted by Rochester Gas a.nd Electric Company (RGE)

in 1973 adjacent to the Ginna Nuclear site for an alternate site for the

Sterling Power Projec , evidence of faults was found in core borings. An extensive.

investigation program was carried out. The investigations included a large

trench excavated across the fault zone, additional borings, petrofabric and
/

minerological analyses, testing of samples from the aul ~ zones, geophysical

explorations, and surface geological mapping.

The studies revealed that the fault zone was comprised of three down-to-the-

northeast faults that trended N65 W. The maximum offset 'is about 26 feet

wh',ch decreases to about 6 feet to the southeast near the plant. The fault

zone passes about 30 feet southwest of the Reactor complex. Three geological

recor aissanceswere made by a staff geologist to the site to review progress

of the 'investigations and examine features exposed in trenches across the

fault zone.

A large trench across the fault revealed extensive deformation of glacially

deposited horizons bui there was no deformation that was directly attributable

,to tectonc movement 'along the. faults..

The strongest evidence that these defornations are not related to tectonic dis-

placement on the bedrock faults is the presence of a horizontal unit at

the base of the lower till'which lies undisturbed across the southernmost

fault, and stacking planes (imbricate thrust. sheets caused by the southward

advancement of the glacier) that. cut across the faults without displacements.
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;".KE also attempted to determine the age of fault oouge by radiometric

techniques, but the results were unreliable.'owever, other lines of evidence

indicate a much older. age of last movement than Pleistocene.. This evidence
'

(I) the observation that the contemp~iary stress field is different from

that in which the ault originated. According to Sbar and Sykes; 1973

the contemporary stress picture in Western Hew York is one of nearly

horizontal compression oriented in an eastwest direction. Evidence for
.his is local squeeze and pop-up eatures and in-situ stress measurements

includes:

in .the region. The existing stress field is not consistent either in

orientation or type of stress field in which the faults were formed, and

the stress regime in which the faults were formed was essentially north-

east-southwest and

tensional'�

'2)

The presence o u'nsheared hydrothermal crys.als within the fault zone

demonstrate that faulting oredates the hydrothermal event which deposited

the crystals and this event probably occurred no la-er than Qe Cretaceous

(65 million years ago). Analyses carried out by consultants to RGEE show

that the mineralization of fluid inclusions in calcite crystals along wi.h

sulfide mineralization, particularly pyrrhotite and molybdenite,'ore than

likely reflect hydrothermal mineralization at, temoeratures o> at least

the faults..

225 to 300 C. The last known tectonic environment within which such

conditions. could: have developed -in the area. was about.65 million years ago.

(3) No recorded historic earthquake has occurred which could be associated with
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Me therefore conclude that the faults at lea'st predate the latest major

glacial advance which occurred about 22,000 years ago. The weight of all

the available information indicates that the faults are more than 65 million

years old.

Construction photographs of the Ginna excavation were examined by the staff.

There were ample fair quality photos to cover most of the walls of the major

excavation. Bedrock bedding could be clearly seen in many of the photo-

graphs, and, although there are numerous joints, there is no indication of

displacement. We therefore, can conclude that there is no'aulting directly

beneath the major Category I structures of the plant.

i.. Conclusion

Based on the information by the licensee- and the analysis described above,

we conclude that. there are no capable faults in the vicinity of Gonna site,

and that conclusions made during licensing reviews are still valid.
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, O. C. 20555
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LETTER TO ALL SEP OVHERS

(EXCEPT SAii OHOFRE)

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: SITE SPECIFIC GROUND RESPO"ISE SPECTRA FOR SEP PLANTS
LOCATED Il< THE EASTERN UNITED STATES

Reference: Letter to SEP Group II Plant (Big Rock Point, Dresden 1,
Haddam Ieck, La Crosse, Yankee Rowe) Licensees from
D.G. Eisenhut, NRC dated August'4, 1980

Our letter dated August 4, 1980 (reference) issued the preliminary version of
site specific ground response spectra for the eastern United states SFP
plants. Recently, these spectra have been finalized by the staff. Enclosure
1 includes the recormended ground response spectra (5". damping) for the eas .-
em SEP sites. The bases of our final decision regarding the spectra and the
digitized'pectral accelera .ion values (5" damping) for these spectra are docu-
mented in Enclosure 2;

The site specific spectra (SSS) included in Enclosure 1 establish the ground
motion acceleration values to be input into the structural re valuation
analyses to determine the resultant seismi.c'oads. The geology r views for
Palisades, Ginna and Dresden 2 have been completed by the staff. The results
of the review did not identify any geologic features that would affec. the
sit specific spectra for those facilities. 8ased on our r view to date or
the remainder of the SEP facilities located in the eastern United Stat s, we
do not expect the. SSS to be changed due to local g ologic consid r'ations.

Sin erely,

Division of Licensing

Enclosure:
As stated

CC:
D. Eisenhut
J. Knight
G. Lainas
R. Jackson
G. Lear
bl. Russell
R. Hermann
T. Cheng
P..Y. Chen
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
IY*SHINQTON, O. C. 20555

MAY 2 0 log]

ME,,ORANDUM FOR

THRU:

FROIM:

SUBJECT:

William Russell, Chief
Systo:iatic Evaluation Prooram Branch
Division of. Licensing

James P ~ k<nioht Assis ant Oll ector
for Components and St.uctures Engineering

D1v1slon 0< ngineerino

Robert E. Jackson, Chief
Geosciences Branch.
Division of Engineering

FI A4 R VIEW AN0 R COt'~"<EtiDATIONS FOR SITE SP CIFIC
SPECTRA AT S EP SITES

.
On April 24, 1981, ~e received the most important ou.standir<g items related
to the Sit Specifi<c Spectra StUdy, Drafts 0 Volumes 4 and 5 of Seismiic
Hazard Anal vsis (Lawrence Lh>ermore Laboratories ). Please find enclosed our
final review 0< t <is study wiith respect to the SEP. This review and our
reco::;;endations were prepar d by Dr. Leon Reiter oi vile Geosciences Branch
and are attached to .his »emorandum.' summary of these recor«lendations is:

! e reaffirm tl e spectra reco<mmended in the "Ini<.ial Review and
for Si.e Specific Spectra at SEP Sites" (Memorandum
to 0 ~ C utcn< ield, June 23, 1980).'-

2. ! e <iind no need to reduce tne spectra at rock sites. In's possibility
was raised in .he June 23, 1980 <Memorandum.

3. he have not taken into account oossible anomalous site conditions at
Palisades, LaCrosse or Yankee Rowe.

Appl 1cat10n 0i this study and i.s review reco,—...,endatiors to 0tiier,sites '

or other programs slould be examined on a case by case basis..

l!e consiioer the recoi,«.ended spec ra and the evaluation of their conservatismi
as described in the section entitl d»Conservatism of Recommerded Spectra"
in the at. ached review to be consistent with the general SEP aporoach. Tne
assessment of <ese spectra with respect to sa<ety and desiicn adequacy should
be considered within the cor,text of structural and mechaniical performance of
plant s ",uctures, piping and equio™ent.





Milliam Russell -2-
b'iAY 2 o lo81

8ased upon our. onooing review of site geolooy to satisfy SEP Topics II-4;
Geol.ogy and Seismology, and II-48: Proximity of Capable Structures to the
Site, we do not anticipa e that our final review of these topics will have
ary impact upon the recommended'pectra.

,<j

Ro ert ' Jacr'n', Chief
Geosciences ranch-
Division of~gineering

Encl osur e:
As sta.ed

cc: w/enclosure
R. Vollmer
D. Eisenhut
G. Lainas
M. Russell
T. Cheng
D. Crutchfield
F. Schauer
H. Levin
L. Vight, T-RA Corp.
G. Lear
L. Heller
D. 8ernreuter, LLHL
GS3 Personnel
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FIHAL REVIEW AHD RECOf'HEHDATIOHS "-OR SITE SP CIFIC SPECTPA AT SEP SITES

Puroose and Scooe

This review presents inal recommendations ol Site Specific Spectra to be

used in the reevaluation of'EP plants. It supplements "Initial Review and

Recommendations for Site Specific Spectra at SEP Sites" (l'memorandum from

R. Jackson to 0. Crutchfieid, June 23, 1980, and referred to below as Initial

Review) and is based upon those items reviewed for the Initial Review plus

the following documents.

(1) Seismic Hazard Analysis: Yolume 4, NUREG/CR-1582, Application of

t >ethodoi ogy, Resul ts and Sens itivi ty Studies (Dra t) 0. L. Sernreuter,

LLHL April 1981 HUREG/CR-1582. 'Referred to below as Yolume 4).

(2) Seismic Hazard Analysis: Yolume 5, HUREG/CR-1582, Peer Review, Eas.em

Ground YLotion Panel ard Formal . e dback (Draf.) D. L. Bernreuter LLHL,.

".pril 1981 (Referred to below as Volume 5).

(3) F',nai Report Seismic azard Analysiis: Resul is, 7"=RA Corporation,

February 1981 ~

(4) Introduction to Ground Yiotion Panel, TEPA Corooration, February 1980.

(5) Second Round (}uestiorinaire, 7ERA Corporation, September 1980.

(6) Seismic Hazard Analysis: Solicitation of Expert Opinion Second Round

guestionnai",„, 7. RA Corp., January 1981.



All of the above documentsiand many oi those listed in the'initial review
C

will appear in their final formi as text ol appendices. in volumes 4 and 5 of

!iUREG/CR-1582 Seismic Hazard Analysis. Two segments o. this study; Volume 2,

"A I'methodology or the Eastern U.S.," and "Volume 3,'~"So1icitation o Expert

Opinion," have already been published. Volume 1 'of this series, which

represents an executive su —...ary oi the study, has not yet been submitted.

Items originally listed in the Initial Review which have not been received

are:

(1) Review of the. Draft Seismic Hazard Analysis by the USGS,

(2) Additional Review and Coi~ii ents by Drs. Hewmark. and Hall.

Licensee submittals for individual SEP sites are being handled by the SEP

8ranch separately on a case by c se basis.

Recc,.iendations

In tiie Initial Review the following recommencation was made.

"It is recommiended tha the following spec.ra presented in the
Sensitivity Results (f~>ay lg80) be used as site specific iree iield
spectra.

Eastern U.S. (Yankee Powe, Connecticut Yankee, !iillstone, Ginna,
Oyster Creek) - "1000 year" spectra assumiing no background and
Ossipoe Attenuation.

Cen.ral U.S. (Dresden, Palisades, LaCrosse, Big Rock Point) - "1000 yr"
spectra a~suming no backgrourid and Gupta-!iuttli Attenuation.
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These specira account for gross site c"nd:tions {soil or rock) aid
do not iake irto account any specific conditions which may result
in amplification (LaCrosse, Yankee Rowe, Palisades).

Ii is also recommended that a minir»um be established for which no
spectra be allowed to go below. It is suggesied that this minimum
be the median (50ih percentile) representation of real spec.ra for-
a magni iude 5.3 ear.houake. This minimum exceeds the "1000" yr
spec.ra -"or Big Rock Point, LaCrosse and Palisades at frequencies
greater than 2 to 3 Hz.»

Based upon review of the documents and information received since preparation

of the Initial Review, we conclude that the recommended spectra as described

above in. the Initial~ Review are appropriate for use in the Systematic

Evalua ion Program. The rationale or this conclusion is discussed below.

Oicitized:response spectral values (5~ damping) or each site and a scaling

relaiionship wnich can be used to derive specira ai oiher damaging values are

ai ached to ihis review (enclosure 1).

Ba s is, or Prey ious Recommend a tion

ri�

described in ihe Inii iial Revi ew the above recommenced s pec.ra deoend upon

several i-poriant assumpt ons by the s aff. iney are:

(1);ne appropriate grour d moiion model .0 be used in he Central-U.S.
was'hat

based upon a modificaiion of ihe Gupia and tluttli (1976) reiaiion.

(2) Tne ap'propr'ate ground moiion model to be used in .he nor.heastern U.S.

was tha i calcui a ied, rom the ig40 Ossi ppee eartnquake. The particular

version of the Ossippee 'model to be used is tha i wnich was originally

presenied since 'ii is more aralagous to thai used by Gupia and Huiili

(]g75) for ihe central U.S. and alls closest to theoretical models of

ground motion.



3) The appropriate zonation assumptiions should be interme~ iate betwe n those

labeled "Background" and "ho Background".
) ~

= ~

I')

The appropriate dispersion assumed for'ground motion estimation should be

G = 0.7 (natural looari thms) trunca.ed at -'. 3 U .... ~

I

5) The recommended spec.ra can be associa.ed with return periods'of the order
i

o 1,000'o 10,000 years.

The additional revieyi herein concentrates upon the appropriateness of the

preceediino assumptions in light'of the new material received.

Feedback and Second Round Questionnaire

The most impol tant i em received since the pr'evious review centers about ,

co..veni no the experts =or a round table discussion and the submittal by them

o, arswers to a second-round questionnaiire. At the meeting of the exper.s'
~

the results of the first ques.ionnaire, calculated resul.s, and sensitivity

paramet=-rs were presertec and discussed. Th i s r„eeti ng was fo 1 1 owed by

submittal of a second round ouestiornaire which cave each expert the

opportunity to modify his input to the study reaa.-ding .he seismici ty mod ls

used in the LLflL/TERA analysis. In addition each expert was asked to

explicitly address those issues which were not adeo a .ely discussed previously

and were shown to have a,n .impor ant effect uoon the calculated spec.ra. It is

impor ant .o point out that in the interiim (between respcndino to the -irs..

'and second questionnaires) there occurred an ;... = 5.2 ear.hquake in Ken".ucky.
b lg
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This was the largest event to occur in the U.S. east of the Rocky Hts. since
I

.ho southern illinois ear.houake of 1968 and it provided an opportunity to

test the e7 ect, of new infor ation upon the experts'nput and the calculated

spectra.

Cj ance in Sei smici tv t'models

Host of the experts suggest d some changes in ".heir sei smicii ty mooel s. elhi le

many of these- cnanges were minor, some had possible major impact upon the

calculated results. -.One expert provided a significantly di ferent seismic

zonation than he previously had orovided, several changed their upper maonitude

cut-off and two experts suggested modif'ied b values. qualitative assessments

of the impact of these chanoes on calculated results were originally made

(Volume 5) indicatino net changes in resul ing ground mo.ion for individual

exper s ranging from a 5~ decrease to a 30~ increase in the central U:S. and

rom a 15 decrease to a 15'-'ncrease in .he eastern U.S. it was also fel ~

P

that the effects of these individual changes in the input would lead to

changes in the synthesis that would certainly be less than 15~ in the central

U.S. and less than 10" in the eas.em U.S. '.LLHL recalculated results (Volume 5)

for four of the expel ts ~ ( The oeneric parameters were the same as those

recommended in tf e initial Review). The experts seiec.ed were those'or whom

most of the larger chances were indicated. t'beany oi tie cranoes were no. as

large as originally anticipated par.icularl'y for the expert who had large

changes in zonation. Ps a result of the recalculations it was esti«a ed (Li ~L)

that the change'n ary synthesis would be less than 10':. 5ased uoon our



examination of ihe individual resulis we believe that this'an be even further
'I

res+ricted to less than about ~". This net change in synthesis ground motion
C

would be least (a very slight increase or decrease) in',.ihe eastern U.S. and
,:'

ieach an increase of perhaps several percent in the ..cent'ral U.S. It is

impor,ani to note thai probabilistic es.imates rmain quite siable
in'ar.

icular those based upon a. syniheses of opinion even though some of the

inpui parameters may vary signi icantly., This is due primarily to the
~ 'r

balancing effec.s which result from the chances in different input pa'rameiers

for the same expert and the balancing effects which'result from chanaes in

input parameiers from dif7elent experts.

Feedback on Generic Assumptions

i he experts were as ked to provide their i npu. on generic assumpt ons pr eviously

assumed ln the s iudy which were apol i ed to all ihe inpuis uni formly. ll', th

respeci to ihe assumption 0 backgl ound vs,. no background mos i of ihe

experis (6) supporied the orioinal assumpiion of background (and zone

supposition) while the oihers were either unsure, reiec ed ihis concept or

of ared no opinion on the subject.

Ui =h regard to the choice of the cround motion model .he opinion was

div rsified. Di-,fereni models including some which were not previously

considered were recommended. There seemed to be a preference =or ini nsity

attenuation based upon several eal'cuakes ard the use of di fferent moce i s =or
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the central and northeastern regions. Some re'commended the use of theoretical

models. With respect to the uncer.ainty assumed ir the ground motion model

~e

the experts recommended the use o standard deviat;:ons (0 ) which. ranged

fro... ~= 0.5 to <= 0.9 with some preference =or he 0.6 to 0.7

range.'"ffect

o, Second Round Questionnaire Uxor. Conclusions of the Initial Review

As indicated above the preierred model or calculating risk sugcest d in .he

Initial Review assumed Gupta-tluttli intensity attenuation in .he central U.S.,
r

Ossippe Entensity attenuation in the eastern U.S., a dispersion of ~= 0.7

3 o and an intermediate position between "background" and "no background".

Zone superposition was assumed to be coincident with the assumption of

backoround. Since calculations were not carried specifically for this model

oF disp rsion and'ackcround, exis ing models were examined and we concluded

that the calculations based uoon 0= 0.9 —: ZG and no background would approximate

tne Gesired results. The higher level of ground motion (+7 to +10~) in the

calculated result which was caused by assuming greater" dispersion was

balanced by he lower level of cround wi.otion (-7. to -10<) in the calculated

res" t which was caused y assum ~ ing no -ackgl ound ~

With respect .o generic assumptions in the Enitial Review, input from the

Second Round guestionnaire can be su-.-arized as ollows.
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1) There is no pre erred guidance from the experts as to*~aicb. intensity
4

atienuation relation should be used.

2) The use of a standard deviation of G =. 0.6 to 0.7;+ 3< (Second Round

,expert preference) as compared to the use of G =. 0.2+ 20 would result

in a decrease of 10 io 15" in esiimiated'ground mot-ion at the level

"recommended in the Initial Review (Volume 5).

3) Tne use of a generic seismicity model which favored the use of background

(Second Round experi preference) wi.h respect to a model ivhich assumed no

background would result in an increase of about 10» or more in. es.imated

ground motion ai the level 'recoimmiended in the Initial Review.

4) The use of revised inputs for seismicity and zonation would result in an

es .imated change of 5» or less in estimated ground moiion at ¹ level

recommended for ihe various sites in .he iniiial Review.

Based upon ihe above discussion, we estimate t',"iat inclusion oi inpu. rom

ihe Second Round questionnaire would lead to calculated site specific specira

which would be roughly simi.lar to those recoi ended in ihe Iniiial Reviiew

differing at most by several (less than 10) p rc niage points. Tris is not

to'say however tl at an individual exper would not or couIdrot provide

input that would lead to calculated spectra that ~iere different. Sl lghi

variaiions in ihe choice of a .enuation model and ground motion dispersion

alone could have a major impact upon the resulis. i hat ihese resuli,s do

indicaie however is the relative stabili.y of integr'ted-estimates syn.hesized

from differeni individual input assumptions.



Co™oari son wi th 0 her S tudi es

The-Final Report Seismiic Hazard Analysis: Results, (T:RA Corporation, 1981)

includes a co™parsion with several other seismic hazard studies. In general

it was ound l at when using 'input taken from other studies with the iKRA

computer code, ihe same resul is were obtained and tha i the difference

between these resulis and those obtained usino inpu i irom the expert panel

could be explained by differences in assumpiions. One of the siudies compared

was a probabilistic assessment of ground moiion carried out to assess the

likelihood of liquefaction at LaCrosse (Dames and moore, 1980). Taking into

accourt the variations in input, the Dames and Moore (1980) study and ihat

performed by TcRA-LLHL.are in close agreement.

An interesting comparison was also rade ."ilizing a "pseudo-historical"

analysiis at Dresden and Yankee Rowe. In ihis analysis, no zcnaiion is

ass'' ied and ihe probabi 1 i iy „,of,exce ding a g iven level,of ground motion i 5

de,e.„.ined entirely from ihe hisiorical record. Lack ing instrumenia 1 records

ihie ground motion i tsel f i s estimated fromi a given a iienua iion model ~ These

esti,,aies are se..si ive to the inclusion of rare events sucn as the 1811, 1812

H w Hadrid Series and have not been corrected =or homogenei.y or upper magnitude
4

cv of i They do however yield resul is ihat are generally wi thin the range of

ground motion esiimates calculated irom the inputs of the individual experts

or these si es.



r
Adeauac of Spectra for Rock Sit s J

C
~ 8

In the cover let.er to the Initial Review it was indicated that a reduciion

in spectra at in.ermediate and low frequenc'ies may be.'called-for at rock sites
~ g ~

~
~

(Oresden, Gonna, Haddam Heck ard Hillstone). The chanoe; (Table 5-2, Final

Repori Seismic Hazard Analysis: Results, TERA Coroora'iion, lg81) was

reco.-.-.ended by TERA CorporatIon based uoon i is restructuring (weightina) o

.he s .rong motion data set used in gr'ound motion estima.ion primarily to

avoid overemphasis upon the 1971 San Fernando Ear:hquake. While this

res.ruciuring r«ay be valid fol estimating ground motion as a function*of

magnitude and intensity or dis.ance, LLNL has pointed out (Yolume 4) that

it also results in a significant reduction in the numb'er. of rock records since

many such records resulted rom ihe San Fernando E'arthquake. We agree

therefore with LLHL's assessmeni that the origifiai no 'weighted model is more

app op) iate for determining di= erences in ground motion between rock and

soil sites and no reduction is called for.

Co .servatism o- Recommended Soecira

Our estimate in the Initial Review was tt at althouch the recommended spec.ra

were laLelled «1000 year" specira the actual reiurn periods associa.ed wiih
'hesespec ra were lonoer. TERA Corporation had estimated these actual return

periods o be closer to 5,000 or 10,000 ye»rs. While we were not sure what

he precise esiimaies were we concluded tha they were consisient with .he

pl cvious 'impi ici i acceptance of design spec ira that were assumed to have reiurn

periods of the order of 1,000 or 10,000 vears. As a result of ihis final review

we ind no new infor,«ation that changes our previous estimate.
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Since o.I er levels of ground notion-spectra could fit into this range of

probabilities i. is worthwhile reexamining the criteria by which the

recommended spectra were. ound to be appropriate.

l. These spec.ra, whatever their tl ue return periods actually are, represent

approximately equivalent levels of seismic hazard at the different SEP sites

currently being considered and represent a more consistent estimate .o be

used in seismic analysis 'than standard "deterministic" procedures. These

"deterministic" procedures generally rely. upon tectonic provinces and

controlling earthquakes regardless of .he size o the tectOnic province

or he frequency o earthquake occurrence. As a-. result, these orocedures

can lead to the acceptance of different levels o seismic hazard at

dif erent locations.. The recommended spectra generally indica.e a

relativelv areater earthouake hazard associated with sites in the

northeast when compared to sites in the upper midwest.

2. '-.!hen compared to the deterministic procedure recomb",ended for use. in the

SiP in ttUREG/CR-0098 the recormended spectra as a group bracket the 50th

and 84th percentile deterministic spectra as calculated in the Initial

Review.

3.'hen compared to non- probabi listing 'si te spec',fic spectra d'erived rom real

records, an approach currently being pursued with many OL reviews, the

recommended spec ra vary from the 84th percentile to the =0th percentile

representation of a magnitude 5.3 earthquake. The 50th percentiile o the





spectra from real records was specified-in the Initia)'.?eview as the

minimum which recommended spectra would not be allowed to fail. The

84th percentile is that level which has been used'n OL reviews.

4. The recommended spectra form a band centered.ab'out: ine Regulatory Guide

spectrum anchored at O.lg. New plants licensed in these areas ~ould most

Tikely u.ilize peak accelerations of 0.'12 to 0.20 g to anchor the

Regulatory Guide Spectrum

8ased upon the above discuss$ on we consider this approxinate overl'ap of the

higher of the reco;mended spec.ra with the mid to lcwer range of ".hose spectra

estimated applying current deterministic criteria to indica.e that the

reco..."..ended spec.ra can be generally associa.ed wi.h the hicner end of the

. ranoe o implicitly assumed seismic hazard that ras been found acceptable

using currert criteria.

tacking more defined levels o acceptable seismic hazard and a prescribed

method ,or calculating this hazard, the use o> individual and o ten

non-'quaritifiable judgement cannot be avoided in assessing .he results of thl.s

study so as to in.egrate it with other techniques into a decision-making

framework.

Based upon the above compar',son it is our position that the recomended

spectra represent the appropria .e levels of free field ground mo.ion to be

used in the Sip =or the purpose o evaluating the seismic design adeouacy

of the selected p'~ts.
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Application of this study and i.s review recorwendation to other sites or

other program,s should be examined on a case by case basis.

Anomalous Si te Conditions
r

As was indi ca ed in the Ini .ial Revi e~v these spec.ra only account or gross

site conditions (soil or rock) . Ho attempt was made to cons i der soil

ampli=ication beyond that already inherent in the soil records used in the

study. LaCrosse, Palisades, and Yankee Rowe have been identified as
having'ite

conditions which may be anomalous with respect to

assoc iated with the soil recor ds used in this study,-

those site conditions
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Oyster.
'reek

SYSTEM lnTIC e VnLUnT]0'i
PROGRAM'ITe,'PEC

I Fl C SPECTRA
PS U00 SPFCT nL nCCEL "nTIOllS (cubi/sec )

Haddani
Ginna l'eck

Bia
I'illstone Rock P~. LaCrosse Palisades Oresc

208.00

213.69

247.74

275. 68

172.61

.i78..17

206.77

178.85

192.52

230.16

215.o1

228 o2

279.47

434.80 353.77 388.92

455.49 375.59 375.82

403.7o

224.32

339.90
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WASHINGTON, O. C. 20555
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Mr. John E. Maier, Vice President
Rochester Gas 5. Electric Corporation
89 East Avenue
Rochester, New York 14649
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Dear Mr: Maier:

SUBJECT: SEP REVIEW TOPICS II-4, GEOLOGY AND SEISMOLOGY AND II-4.B,
PROXIMITY OF CAPABLE TECTONIC STRUCTURES IN PLANT VICINITY

Enclosed 'is a copy of our evaluation for Systematic Evaluation Program
Topics II-4, "Geology and Seismology," and II-4.B, "Proximity of Capable
Tectonic Structures in Plant Vicinity." These assessments compare your
site condition, as described in the 'docket and references with the
criteria currently used by the staff for licensing new facilities.
Please inform us if your site condition differs from the licensing
basis assumed in our assessments.

Our review of .hese topics is complete and this evaluation will be
a basic input to the integrated safety assessment for your facility
unless you identify changes needed to reflect the existing site condi-
tion at your facility. These topic assessments may be revised in the
uture if NRC criteria relating to .these topics are modified before

the integrated assessment is completed.

S incerely,

lv ~L~-'

;~ Dennis M. Crutchfield, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch No. 5
Division of Licensing

Encl os ure:
As stated

cc w/enclosure:
See next page
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- Mr. John E. Maier
~ Q

i.

CC

Harry H. Voigt, Esquire
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby and MacRae
1333 Hew Hampshire Avenue., N. W.

Suite 1.100
Washington, D. C. 20036

Hr. Michael,'Slade
12 Trailwood Circle
Rochester, Hew York 14618

Ezra Bialik
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental Protection Bureau
Hew York State Department of Law -.
2 World Trade Center
Hew York, Hew York 10047

Jeffrey Cohen
Hew York State Energy Office
Swan Street Building

'ore1, Second Floor
Expire State Plaza
Albany, Hew York 12223

Director, Technical
Development'rograms

State of Hew York Energy Office
'Agency Building 2
Empire State Plaza

'Albany, hew York 12223

'ochesterPublic Library
115 South Avenue
Rochester, Hew York 14604

Supervisor of the Town
of Ontario

107 Ridge Road West
Ontario, Hew York 14519

Resident Inspector
R. E. Ginna Plant
clo U. S- HRC
1503 Lake Road
Ontario, New York 14519

Mr'homas B- Cochran
Hatural Resources Defense Council, Inc.
1725 I Street,: H. W.

Suite 600
Washington, D. C. 20006

U.. S. Environmental Protection Agency
- Region II Office

ATTN: EIS CQORD IHATOR
26 Federal Plaza.
New York, Hew York 10007

Herbert Grossman, Esq., Chairman.
Atomic Safety .and Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washirigton, D. C. 20555

Or. Richard F. Cole
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board .

'U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissioh
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dt.. Emmeth A. Luebke
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board'.

S. Nuclear Regulatory Comnission
Washington, D. C. 20555
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SEP SAFETY TOPIC EVALUATION

R. E. GINNA NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

TOPIC II-4, GEOLOGY AND SEISMOLOGY

Introduction

Ouring the time frame when SEP plants were designed, the licensees, because

compliance with Regulatory Guide 1. 70 was not required, usually provided

only very minimal information in geologic and seismologic areas. Therefore,
I

in order to assess the adequacy of the design of these older plants with

respect to local geologic and seismologic phenomena, a re-review was necessary.

The scope of this topic review included surface faulting, potential landslides,.

ground collapse, possibility of liquefaction, etc.

Review Criteria

Standard Review Pla'n Sections 2.5.1, 2.5.2, 2.5.3, 2.5.4 and 2.5.5

2. Appendix A to 10 CFK Part lUO

Related Safet To 1cs and Interfaces

The related safety topics are II-4.A, II-4.8, and II-4.C. The conclusion from

each of these sub-topics form a part of the overall conclusion for this topic,

i.e., site specific ground response spectrum for this site.

Eva1'uati on

y(

The geology and seismology of the Ginna site were first reviewed in 1965

and 1966 by the Atomic Energy Comnission (AEC) and its advisors, the U. S.

Geological Survey (USGS) and the Environmental Science Services Administration

(ESSA) of the Coast and Geodetic Survey. In its report the USGS concluded

that a relationship between seismscity and mapped faults had not been demon-
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'tratedwithin the area. The ESSA concluded after its f ha 'r i s review of the regional
'eismicitythat the plant should be designed for a moaerat Ia mo era e y strong earth-

quake having an acceleration of approximately'0.20g without:,.loss of function

of components importan= to safety.

Recently, as a part of the SEP, a re-reyiew of the seismological hazard at

the Ginna site was conducted throu+ the Site Specific Spectra Program

for the Eastern United States SEP facilities..The current 'recommendation for

the seismic input ground motion was" transmitted to the SEP Owners in a'etter
from D. M.'Crutchfield, dated June 17, 1981. In At'tachment 2 to the letter,

~ a memo from the Geosciences Branch, Division of Engineering, entitled, "Final

Review and Recommendations for Site Specific Spec'tra at SEP Sites," the following
P

conclusion was drawn:
, ~

"Based upon our ongoing review of, site geology .to satisfy SEP Topics
l

II-4: Geology and Seismology, and II-4.B; Proximity of Capable Structures

to the Site, we do not anticipate that our final review of these topics

will have any impact upon the recomnended spectra."

The geology of the site was re-assessed by the AEC staff when Rochester Gas

8 Electric Corporation (RGEE) applied for a full term license in August i972.

At that time RGKE reported the discovery of faults adjacent to Ginna during

investigations for an alternate site for its Sterling Power Project. Me

reviewed the available data concerning these faults and concluded that they
P

were not capable within the meaning of Appendix A. 10 CFR Part 100.

Other new information that we became aware of since the CP review was the
l'

~

~existence of relatively high residual, stresses in bedrock in the Lake Ontario'

'egion (Fitzpatrick PSAR and FSAR, Sbar and Sykes, 197, and. Dames and Moore,
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1978, Nine Nile Point Geologic Investigations). We have reviewed the available
data and conclude that if such stresses were present at the Ginna site they

ere most likely relieved during excavation and constructjon and do not

represent a problem to the plant. In response to staff questions RGEE con-

firmed th t during the life of the plant there have been no occurrences

such as cracked walls or foundations that can be attributed to high stresses

in bedrock.

i

During th SEP geological review of the Ginna site the staff reviewed

the following materials: the Ginna PSAP., SER, Games and Moore Geological.

and Geophysical Inv'estigations Ginna Site, Dames and l.':oore Geologic Investi-

gations Nine tdiIe Point Unit 2, aerial photographs, topograhic maps, and

- sele'cted documents from the open literatur .(a list of references is at

the end o this chapter).

The foIIowing paragraphs pr sent a brief description o- the regional and

4'i"egeology.

The site is located on the southern shore of Lake Ontario in the eas em

portion of the Erie-Ontario Lowlands Physiographic Pl Qvince (Fenneman, 1938).

The regional topography is of low relief and rises gradually from an elevation

of +250 msl at the lake to +500 at the Portage Escarpmen uhich is the northern

boundary of the Appalachian Plateau Province to the south. A beach ridge IO

to 25 feet high parallels. the shoreline of Lake Ontario 4 miles to the south.

North of the ridge is the lake plain o former glacial Lake Iroquois. The

site lies on this plain.

The southern margin of Lake Ontario is characterized by many promontories

which seem to reflect prominent, joint directions in bedrock. The site is. located



near 'one such promontory called Smokey Point. Major joint directions are H 7g

to 85 E and tlIO E to 30 W. Erosional bluffs along the lake range from 15 to

30 feet high. Smokey Point is located at the eastern end, of a 5 mile long ridge,
~ ~'0 1 ~

the crest of which is about +310'. Relief- in the site aria is low with
pl~

elevations ranging from +360 to +300. The site is underlain oy 20 to

60 feet of glacial deposits, and approximately 2700 feet of Paleozoic

(570 million years befor present..mybp to 225 mybp) sedimentary rocks over

crystalHne basement. The upper,ost Paleozoic unit is sandstone of upper

'rdovician (455 to 430 mybp) gueenston Formation,

The glacial deposits include at least two till horizons. Tne lower unit

overlies bedrock and varies in thickness from.6 to 25 feet. This unit

consists of grayish r d, calcarous, silty clay. The uni is poorly sorted

and contains numerous= striated -and faceted pebbles, cobbles and boulders.

Tne upper till unit is at or near the ground surface and ranges from 7 to 30

=eet in thickness..This unit is composed o relatively uniform olive gray to

yellow brown silty, sandy clay, with large boulders several feet in diameter.

Between the two till horizons is a zone of lakebed deposits consisting o

gr ay, very plastic clay.

y(

RG&E has determined by regional correlation that the lower till unit is

associated with the Woodfordian glacial advance, a substage of the Wisconsinan

Stage, which took place about 22,000 years- ago. The lakebed deposit is believed-

to have been deposited in the bed of Lake Iroquois. The upper till is

related to a minor glacial readvancement that occurred about 12,000 years ago.

The staff has examined the evidence and agrees with the licensee's interpretation.'



Conclusion

8ased on'he information provided in the references, the acceptable conclusions
'f

Topics II-4.A, II-4.8, and II-4.C and the evaluation stated above, we con-

elude that the information used for developing site specific spectra is adequate

and have re-affirmed that local geologic and seismologic phenomena will not

affect the plant.
I'
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4r SEP SAFETY TOPIC EVALUATION

R. E. GINNA NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

TOPIC II-4.8, Proximity of Capable Tectonic Structures in Plant Vicinity

Introduction

In order to assure that the local geological features and the expected ground

shaking characteristics will not endanger the safety of plant facilities,
an 'evaluation should be

features. The scope of

information provided by

faults, etc.

made on the characteristics of local geological

this topic evaluation is to review the existing

licensee-and to identify new features such as capable

Review Criteria.

1. Standard Review Plan Section 2.5.2

2. Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100

'Related Sa et Topics .and Interfaces

The rela ed safety topics are II-4, II-4.A and I.I-4.C. The results of this

review topic may af ect the conclusion drawn for these related topics, s.e.,

site specific ground response spectra devel'oped for the SEP plants.

Evaluation

~ (

Within the Ontario Lowlands the nearest regional faulting is the Clarendon-

Linden structure near Batavia, New York. The structure trends north-south

and is about 35 miles west of Ginna. The fault is described (Fakundiny et al,

1978) as a complex faulted zone'with major north-south set of subparallel

normal and reverse faults that have a cumulative displacement of approximately

100 meters with east side up. Data suggests that the zone is continuous.

to the north across Lake Ontario for a total length of as much as 180 km.
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Fakundiny et al (1978} found no unequivocal evidence of post glacial fault-

ing among 36 faults, 6716 joints 'and 87 pop-ups studied around the Clarenaon-

Linden fault system. However, numerous earthquakes', inclu'ding the 1929 *

1

Modified Mercalli .Intensity YII) earthquake, .have occurred w'ithin the fault

system near Attfca. '
number of seismologists have concluded that .

these events are probably related to solution mining of salt.

The presence faults has be n documented at'he Nine Mile Point and Fitzpatrick "

nuclear-.sites approximately 50 miles east of Ginna., The structures are three
a

west-northwest striking hioh angle faults, and several north-south striking thrust

faults and folds. Oisplacements range from inches to several feet..Several of

the faults mapped at

some movement during

co..pleted its review

Nine Mile Point, Unit 2 have been shown to have underaone

the last 10,000 years, 'Although the NRC staff has not

o these faults we have tentatively concluded that the

.-..ost r cent displacements are most likely associated with the complex phenomena

caused by glacial loading and unloading. However, 'no such post Pleistocene .

faults have been identified at Ginna.

A structural complex was a)so discovered at the proposed New Haien site located

a few miles east of Nine Mile Point. These structures consist of a larg

northeast striking an icline with several associated faults. The folds and,

faults were demons. rated. by the applicant to be non capable within the inient 'of

Appendix A (NYSHG 1 and 2 PSAR}.



Several minor normal faults with 2 to 15 feet of displacements have been

identified between the site and northward projection of the Clarendon-Linden

fault. There is no evidence that indicates post Pleistocene (less than IQ mybp)

move...ent along th se faul ts.

During an investigation conducted by Rochester Gas and E'lectric Company (RGE)

in 1973 adjacent to the Ginna Nuclear site for an alternate site for the

Sterling Power Projec , evidence of fauIts was found in core borings. An extensive.

investigation program was carried out. The investigations included a large

trench excavated across the fault zone, additional borings, petro abric and
/

minerological analy'ses, testing of samples from the aul zones, geophysical
1

explorations, and sur ace geological mapping.

The studies revealed that the fault zone was comprised of .hree down-to-the-,

northeast faults that trended N65 M. The maximum offset is about 26 feet

which decreases to abou. 6 fe t o the southeast near t! e plan . The fault,

zo!le passes about 30 feet southwest of the Reactor complex. Three geological

reconaissanceswere made by a staff geologist to the site to review progress

of the 'investigations and examine features exposed in trenches across the

fault zone.

A large trench across the faul revealed extensive deformation of glacially

deposited horizons but there was no deformation that was
directly'ttributable,-'to

tectonc movement along the. faults.
f

The strongest evidence that these deformations are not related to tectonic dis-

placement on the bedrock faults is the presence of a horizontal unit at

the base of the lower till'which lies undisturbed across the southernmost

fault, and stacking planes (imbricate thrust sheets caused by the southward

advancement of the glacier) that cut across the'faults without displacements.
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;".KE also attempted to determine the a"e of fault gouge by radiometric

. techniques, but the results were unreIiable.'owever, other lines of evidence

indicate a much older -ge of last movement than Pleistocene'. ~ This evidence

includes:

(I) the observation that the contemporary stress field is different from
I

that in which the fault originated. According to Sbar and Sykes, 1973
~

'hecontemoorary stress picture in Western Hew York is one of nearly

horizontal compression or iented in an eastwest direction. Evidence for
this is local squeeze and pop-up features and in-situ stress measurements

in the region. The existing stress field is not consistent either in

orien. tion or type of stress field in which the faults were formed, and

'2)

the stress'regime in which the faults were formed was essentially north-.
east-southwest and tensional.'

Tne presence of u'nsheared hydrothermal crys als within the fault zone

demonstrate that faulting predates the hydrothermal event which deposited

the crystals and this event probably occurred no later than tne Cretaceous

(55 rai llion years ago). Analyses carried out by consultants to RGE;E show

that the mineraliza.ion of fluid inclusions in calcite crystals along wi.h

sulfide mineralization, particularly pyrrhotite and molybdenite, more than

likely reflect hydrothermal mineraliza ion a temperatures of a" least

225 to 300 C. The las known tectonic environment within which such

conditions, could 'nave developed in the area. was about 65 million year's ago.

o((
r

(3) No recorded historic earthquake has occurred which could be associated with

the faults.



Me therefore conclude that the faults at lea'st predate the latest major.

glacial advance which occurred about 22,000 years ago. The weight of all
the available information indicates that the faults are more than 65 million
years old.

Construction photographs of the Ginna excavation were examined by the staff.
There were ample fair quality photos to cover most of the walls of the major

excavation. Bedrock bedding could be clearly seen in many of the photo-

graphs, and, although there are numerous joints, there is no indication of
displacement. Me therefore, can conclude that there is no faulting directly
beneath the major Category I structures of the plant.

Conclusion

Based on the information by the licensee and the analysis described above,

we conclude that there are no capable faults in the vicinity of Gonna site,
and that conclusions made during licensing reviews are still valid.
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Docket No. 50-244
LS05-82-

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

Mr. John E. Maier, Vice President
Electric and Steam Production
Rochester Gas 8 Electric Corporation
89 East Avenue
Rochester,-New York 14649

Dean Mr. Maier:

SUBJECT: GINNA NUCLEAR POWER PLANT - FINAL EVALUATION OF SEP

HYDROLOGY TOPICS II-3.'A, II-3.B, II-3.C, AND II-4.D

We have completed our review for SEP Topics II-3.A, Hydrolic Descriptions,
II-3.B, Flooding Potential and Protection Requirements, II-3.B.l, Capabil-
ity of Operating Plants to Cope With Design Basis Flooding Conditions,
II-3.C, Safety-Related Water Supply and II-4.D,'tability of Slopes. En-
closed are the evaluations (Enclosure 1) supporting the conclusions drawn
by the staff in our letter dated April 26, 1982, "Ginna Nuclear Power
Plant - Final Evaluation of SEP Hydrology Topics II-3.A, II-3.B and
II-3.C." Also, cenclosed is our final safety evaluation report for SEP

Topic II-4.D (Enclosure 2). These evaluations will'be a basic input to
the integrated safety assessment for your facility unless you identify
changes needed to reflect the as-built conditions at your facility.

Sincerely,

Enclosures:
As stated

cc w/enclosur es:
See next page

Dennis M. Crutchfield, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch No. 5
Division of Licensing
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CC

Harry H. Voigt; Esquire
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby and HacRae
1333 New Hampshire Avenue, N. M.
Suite 1100
Washington, D. C. 20036

;,Hr. Michael Slade
12 Trailwood Circle
Rochester, New York 14618

Ezra Bialik
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental Protection Bureau
New York State Department of Law
2 World Trade Center
New York, New York 10047

. Resident Inspector'. E. Ginna Plant
c/o U. S. NRC

1503 Lake Road.
Ontario, New York 14519

Director, Bureau of Nuclear
Operations

State of New York Energy Office
Agency Building 2
Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12223

Supervisor of the Town
of Ontario

107 Ridge Road West
Ontario, New York 14519

Dr. Emmeth A. Luebke .

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dr. Richard F. Cole
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

U. S. Environmental Protection'Agency
Region II Office
ATTN: Regional Radiation Representative
26 Federal Plaza
New York, New York 10007

Herbert Grossman, Esq., Chairman
Atomic Safety and Liceqsing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mashington, D. C. 20555

Ronald C. Haynes, Regional Administrator
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region I
631 Park Avenue
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406





Enclosure 2

Systematic Evaluation Program Topic Assessment

Topic: II-4.D - Stability of Slopes .

Plant Name: R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant
Docket Number: 50-244
Prepared by: J. T. Chen, Geotechnical Engineer, HGEB

I. INTRODUCTION

This topic pertains to the Geotechnical Engineering Review of the stability

of all slopes, whose failure could adversely affect the safety of the plant.

The scope of the review embraces the following subjects which are evaluated

using data developed by the licensee and information available from all

sources: (1) slope characteristics; (2) design criteria and analyses;

.'(3) results of field and laboratory tests; (4) excavation, backfill, and

earthwork in slopes; (5) liquefaction potential affecting slopes; and

(6) proposed instrumentation and performance monitoring.

II. REVIEW CRITERIA

The applicable rules and basic acceptance criteria pertinent to the

review of this topic are:

l. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A: GDC 1, 2 & 4

2. 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A

3. Regulatory Guides

(a) Regulatory Guide 1.132, "Site Investigations for Foundations of

Nuclear Power Plants."

(b) Regulatory Guide 1.138, "Laboratory Investigations of Soils for

Engineering Analysis and Design of Nuclear Power Plants."

-
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III. RELATED SAFETY TOPICS AND INTERFACES

1. SEP Topic II-4.F "Settlement of Structures and Buried Equipment"

2. SEP Topic II-4, "Geology and Seismology"

3. SEP Topic III-l, "Classification of Structures„ Components and

Systems"

4. SEP Topic III-6 "Seismic Design Considerations"

IV. REVIEW GUIDELINES

'n
general, the review process was conducted in accordance with the

procedures described in Standard Review Plan Section 2.5.5. The

geotechnical engineering aspects of the design and as-constructed

condition of slopes were reviewed and compared to current procedures

and criteria and the safety significance of any differences was

evaluated.

Pertinent reference documents not cited .in SRP Section 2,5.5 are

included in part V "Topic Evaluation".

V. TOPIC EVALUATION

Two onsite slopes, whose failures may be of safety concer, were

identified by the licensee (Ref. 1). The first slope is located about

200 feet northwest of the turbine building while the second slope is

located east of the screen house, Both slopes were excavated from. the

original ground elevation of about 270 ft down to elevation'255 ft in

silty clay soil and were graded at approximately 7.,5 horizontal to

1 vertical.
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The subsurface exploration program of 1964 (Ref. 2) revealed that the

bedrock of red siltstone was at depths ranging from 30 to 40 feet below

the original ground surface. The overburden soils consisted of reddish-

brown. clayey silt, silty clay, and sand and gravel layers. The thicknesses

and the engineering properties of those soils varied considerably

throughout the site.

One boring (81) was drilled at the first slope, and two borings were

(83 and 8119) drilled at the second slope. The laboratory tests performed

in 1964 were very limited and the shear strengths of the soft clayey soil

varied in a wide range. The 'licensee did not make any atte'mpt during the

current SEP evaluation to determine either the'ubsurface. conditions or the

appropriate soil properties at those slopes. Therefore, in order for the

staff to assess the stability of those slopes, assumptions have been made

about the subsurface conditions and the soil'arameters, The sectional

profile of the first slope was assumed to be represented by boring 81, the

second slope by boring f3, Conservative soil parameters obtained from the

1964 investigation were used in the slope stability analyses.

Stability analyses, both static and pseudostatic with earthquake load, were

performed by the staff using a commercially available computer program—

MCAUTO's "Slope" program. Material properties which controlled the

stability analyses are tabulated below:
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Soil Layer
No. ~Soil T e

Thickness
Below Top
of Slopeft

Total Unit
Mei ht, cf

Angle of
Internal

Cohesion Friction
~cof ~gde

Reddish-brown 12
107'layeysi 1 t.

130 20

2.

3.

Brownish-clay 24
silty clay

Red fine
sand 8 gravel

108 '20-250

130

. 0

38

N/AN/AN/AN/A4. Bedrock
(siltstone)

NOTE: Groundwater level was assumed at elevation 245 ft
10 feet below the toe of the slopes).

above sea level
(

The earthquake load used in the analyses is equal to the safe shutdown
earthquake, 0.2g, for the Ginna Station..

The results of the slope analyses show that the factors of'safety against

slope failure under both static and earthquake loading conditions are less

than unity, indicating that these slopes are not stable and that failure

would take place along an arc of radius about 175 feet. These analytical

results disagree'with the licensee's contention which stated that the slopes

are.unconditionally stable (Ref. 3), The staff believes that the shear

strength of the in'situ silty clay soil should''ave gained strength because

of consolidation of the clayey soil, but there is no new data hbout the

in situ soil conditions and strengths, so.reasonably conservative soil data

has been used by the staff in the analyses.
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Since the slopes were not determined to be stable, the impact of their

failures was further evaluated by the staff. The most critical
failure arc, as calculated, would intercept the slope at elevation

276 ft, adjacent to the crest and at elevation 257 ft, adjacent to

the toe. The lateral spread of the slope failure adjacent to the toe

is estimated by the staff to be somewhere around 8 feet, based on post-

failure equilibrium.

At the first slope, located northwest of the turbine building, there is

no structure nor equipment located within or adjacent to the slope

except a roadway. Therefore, the failure of that slope would not pose

any safety concern, but might close the road.

At the second slope, located east of the screen house, there is a

28-foot diameter storage tank located adjacent. to the slope and it would be

affected by a slope failure. The licensee stated to the staff in a telecon

on May 11, 1982 that the tank is not a safety class equipment (Ref. 4).

Therefore, failure of the second slope would not pose any safety concern,

either.

YI. 'ONCLUSIONS

Based on the review of the licensee's submittal and several telecons with.

the licensee, the staff has concluded that the stability of the two'on-site

slopes could not be confirmed analytically. However, the actual failure of

these slopes would affect no safety facilities and pose no safety concern

at the Ginna,plant.
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l. Letter from J. Maier, RGIIE to D. Crutchfield, NRC dated June 30, 1981.
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Docket No. 50-244

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

November 16, 1979

tfr. Leon D. White, Jr.
Vice President
Electric and Steam Production
Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation
89 East Avenue
Rochester, New York 14649

'ear

Hr. White:

Pr

By letter dated April 16, 1979, we sent you the list of topics which would
not be reviewed for 'your plant in the Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP).
These topics were proposed for deletion from the SEP because they were not
applicable to your plant or they were being reviewed as part of an ongofn9
generic issue outside the SEP. ttost of the licensees of plants in the
SEP provided caments on these lists. We have reviewed those coments and
have conducted further internal review of our original listings. As a
result, we have enclosed new listings which supersede the lists transmitted
on April 16, 1979.

Enclosure I is the list of topics which are being reviewed as part of ongoing
generic issues outside of the SEP. The SEP will only monitor the status of
these topics. If the topic is completed and implemented during the course
of the SEP, a topic assessment will be issued which identifies the licensing
action and safety evaluation report (SER) supporting the final disposition
of that topic. If an implementation position is developed but no licensing
action has been taken, the issue will be considered for implementation an
SEP plants on a case-by-case basis. If no implementation position has been
developed by the end of the SEP, the topic assessment will merely reoort the
status of the generic effort.

Enclosure 2 is the list of topics that have been deleted from the review af
your plant because they are not applicable to your facility or site. No
topic assessments will be written for these topics.

Sf ncerely,

Enclosures:
As stated

Dennis L. Ziemann, Chfef
Operating Peactors Branch g2
Division of Operating Reactors

cc w/enclosures:
See next page
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Mr. Leon D. White, Jr.

cc w/enclosures:
.Lex K. Larson, Esquire
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby 8 MacRae

. 1757 N Street, N. W.

Washington, D. C. 20036

~ Mr. Michael Slade
12 Trailwood Circle

- Rochester, New York 10618

Rochester Committee for
Scientific Information

Robert E. Lee, Ph.D.
P..O. Box 5236 River Campus

Station
Rochester, New York 14627

Jeffrey Cohen
New York State Energy Office
Swan .Street Building
Core 1, Second Floor
Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York .12223

'irector, Technical Development Programs

State of New York Energy Office
Agency Building 2
Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12223

Herbert Grossman, Esq., Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear ReguIatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dr. Richard F. Cole
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dr. Emmeth A; Luebke
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Rochester Public Library
115 South Avenue
Rochester, New York 14604

November 16, 1979

y(.. KMC, Inc.
ATTN: Richard E. Schaffstall
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.

Suite 1050
Washington, D. 'C. 20006





ENCLOSUPE 1

R. E. GINNA

SEP TOPICS HOT RE UIRIHG REVIEW DUE TO
ONGOING GENEPIC LICENSING ACTI~VI IES

TOPIC III-8-A:

COMMENTS:

TOPIC
III-8-0:'OMMENTS:

TOPIC III-9:

COMMENTS:

TOPIC V-1:

COMMENTS:

'OPIC

V-3:

COMMENTS:

TOPIC V-4:

COMMENTS:

TOPIC V-7:

COMMENTS:

TOPIC V-8:

COMMENTS:

TOPIC V-13:

COMMENTS:

LOOSE PARTS MONITORING ANO CORE BARREL VIBRATION MONITORING

Implementation status pending RRRC decision.

CORE SUPPORTS AND FUEL INTEGRITY

This topic is being reviewed generically by
OOR under TAP A-2 for PWR's. Future A-2 under
development for BWR's.

SUPPORT INTEGRITY

Generically reviewed under TAP A-12.

COMPLIANCE WITH COOES ANO STANOAROS

The Engineering Branch, OOR, is performing a generic
review of all olants for compliance with inspection
requfreTIIents ~f 10 CFR 50.55a(g).

OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION

. Listed as TASK A-26 fn NUREG-0371, "TASK ACTION PLANS
FOR GENERIC ACTIVITIES", Published date November 1978.
Generic letters issued to PWR facilities in August-
1976. Specific criteria has been identified to be
used in the design of modifications intended to
preclude exceeding the limits of 10 CFR 50, Ihppendix

G.'IPING

ANO SAFE EHO INTEGRITY

Included in the review for 10 CFR 50.55a.

REACTOR COOLANT PUMP OVERSPEED

Listed as TASK 8-68 in NUREG-0371, dated November
1978. At this time no criteria has. been developed
for this task.

STEAM GENERATOR INTEGRITY

Listed as TASK A-3, 4, 5 of N" EG-0317, dated November
1978. The. TASK ACTION PLAN mpletely envelopes the
scope of this topic review.

WATER HAMMER

Listed as TASK A-1 in NUREG-0371, "TASK ACTION PLANS
FOR GENERIC ACTIVITIES", Published date November 1978.
Generic letter sent to PWR facilities, requirements
not establi'shed for BWRs.

November 16, 7979





TOPIC VI-2-S:

COMMENTS:

SUBCOMPARTRENT ANALYSIS

Listed as TASK A-2 in NUREG-0371, "TASK ACTION
PLANS FOP. GENERIC ACTIVITIES", Published date
November 1978. Guidance letters issued to PMR

licensees October 1975. The staff fs currently
developing plans for expanding this activity to
resolve this fssue for BMR facilities (NUREG-0510).
Specific requirements and scope have not been
established.

iOPIC '/I-6:

.COMMENTS:

TOPIC i/I 7 A 2

TOPIC VI»7.A.4:

COMMENTS:

TOPIC VI-7-D:

COMMENTS:

TOPIC VI-7-E:

COMMENTS:

TOPIC VII-1-8:

COMMENTS:

TOPIC VII-4:

COMHENiTS:

TOPIC VII-5:

COMMENTS:

CONTAINMENT LEAK TESTING

Reviewed under TAP A-23.

UPPER PLENUM INJECTION

Generic review of all Mestfnqhouse two loop
plants by Analysis Branch.

CORE SPRAY NOZZLE EFFECTIVENESS

Listed as TASK A-16 in NUREG-0371, "TASK ACTION
PLANS FOR GENERIC ACTIVITIES", Published date
November 1978. December 1976 « letter issued

'to licensee.

LONG TERM COOLING PASSIVE FAILURES

Generically reviewed and determination as stated
in NUREG-0138.

ECCS SUMP DESIGN

Reviewed under TAP A-43.

TRIP UNCERTAINTY

Staff evaluations, issued August 197R, state that
review is being pursued independent of SEP to

'eterminefmpact of instrument error and drift
upon safety margins of trip setpofnts, and that
appropriate actions will be taken to assu're that
adequate safety margins are maintained.

FAILURES OF NON-SAFETY SYSTEMS AND SELECTED ESF's

The scope of this topic fs contained fn TASK A-17
of NUREG-0371, November 1978. The staff is developing
a method of review. Criteria has not been established
for implementation.

INSTRUMENTS ~OR MONITOP.ING ACCIDENTS

TASK A-."4 ~ f NUREG-C371, November 1978. Criteria
under development.



TOPIC VII-5:

COMMENTS:

TOPIC VIII-1-A:

COMMENTS:

TOPIC IX-2:

COl!MENTS:

TOPIC IX-5:

COMMENTS:

TOPIC XI-1:

COMMENTS

TOPIC XI-2:

C'OMMENTS.

TOPIC XIII-1:

COM!".ENTS:

TOPIC XIII-2;

COMMENTS:

TOPIC XV-21:

COMMENTS:

TOPIC XV-22:

TOPIC XV-23:

COl'"" NTS:~

FREQUENCY DECAY

The scope of this topic fs completely addressr . fn
TASK A-35 (2.C-10) of NUREG-0371, November 1978.

EFFECTS OF DEGRADED GRID VOLTAGE

The scope of this topic fs contained in TASK A-35
(C-2, 3, 4, and 5) of NUREG-0371, November 1978.
Initial letters sent to licensee August 1976.

OVERHEAD HANDLING SYSTEMS - CRANES

Reviewed under TAP A-36.

FIRE PROTECTION

This topic is being reviewed outside the SEPB as
part of the ongoing licensing review implemented
as a result of the Browns Ferry incident.

APPENDIX I

'his topic fs part of an ongofr.g licensfnq review
for all facilities to implement the limits of the
Appendix I to 10 CFR 50.

RADIOLOGICAL MONITOPING SYSTEMS

Listed fn NUPEG-0371, November 197', as TASK 8-57,
criteria and scope of review under development.

,CONDUCT OF l.'PERA IONS

Generically reviewed by DPM with the exception of
"operating experience" which will be provided by I&E.

SAFEGr/AROS/INDUSTRIAL SECURITY

Ongoing licensing review .o implement the requirements
of 10 CFR 73.55.

SPENT FUEL CASK DROP

Reviewed under TAP A-36.

ANTICIPATED TPANSIENTS WITHOUrT SCRAM

TASK A-9 of NUrREG-0371, November 1978, criteria for
fmpl ementation under development.

STEAM GENERATOR MULTIPLE TUBE FAILURES

This topic fs being considered fn conjunctfon'ith
TASK A-2, 3, 4 of NUREG-0371. No criteria has beenestablished on this topic.
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TOPIC XV-24:

COMMENTS:

TOPIC XVII:

COMMENTS:

LOSS OF ALL AC POWER

Reviewed under TAP A-44.

gA FOR OPERATIONS

Reviewed by gAB for conformance with 10 CFR Appendix B.

~ ~ ~



ENCLOSURE 2

R. E. GINNA

SEP TOPICS NOT APPLICABLE TO R. E. GINNA

TOPIC NO.

II-4-E

III-7.A

II I-1 0-C

IV-3

V-2

V-9

TITLE
'am

Integrity

Inservice Inspection, Including
Prestressed Concrete Containments
With Either Grouted or Ungrouted
Tendons

Surveillance Requirements on
BWR Recirculation Pumps

BMR Jet Pump Operating Indications

Applicability of Code Case

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling
System

CNMENTS

N/A to this unit site

N/A No Current Criteria

N/A BMR Safety Topic

N/A BMR Safety Topic

N/A at this time. To
be reviewed for any
future modifications
using references to
Code Cases.

N/A BMR Safety Topic

V-12,A

VI-2.A

YI-2-C

VI-7-A-4

Ice Condenser Containment

Core Spray Nozzle Effectiveness

N/A to this unit
contairment 'design

N/A BMR Safegy Topic

Mater Purity of BMR Primary Coolant . N/A BMR Safety Topic

Pressure Suppression BWR Containments N/A BMR Safety Topic

VI-7-C-3

YI-9-A

YI-1 0-B

VII-7

Effect of PWR Loop Isolation Valve
Closure During A LOCA on ECCS

Main Steam Line Isolation Seal
System

Shared Engineer Safety Features

Acceptability of Swing Bus Design
on BWR-4 Plants

N/A to this unit site

N/A BWR .Safety Topic

N/A to this unit site

N/A BMR Safety. Topic

Group I (BWR)
DBE

Group VI DBE

Al 1

Topic XV-13 (only)
Uncontrol led Rod Assembly Withdrawal
a. Power, Low Power Startup, Rod
Drop Accident

N/A BMP. DBE Re'view

N/A BMR DBE Review
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

February 19, 1982

Docket No. 50-244
LS05-82- 02-079

Mr. John E. Maier, Vice Pr esident
Electric and Steam Production
Rochester Gas & Electric Corporation
89 East Avenue
Rochester, New York 14649

Dear Mr. Maier:

SUBJECT: SEP SAFETY TOPICS I - . ABILITY OF SLOPES AND
II-4.F, SETTLEMENT OF FOUNDATIONS AND BURIED
EQUIPMENT - R. E. GINNA PLANT

Me have completed our review of the subject two topics of R. E. Ginna
Nuclear Power Plant. Enclosed is a copy of our Safety Evaluation Reports
of these two topics. As discussed in our evaluation for Topic II-4.0,
Stability of Slopes, the NRC cannot conclude that on site slopes are
stable. since the tested shear strength of soils from on-site borings was
not used in your calculations and the reported values of shear strength
were low.

This evaluation will be a basic input to the integrated safety assessment
for your facility unless you identify changes needed to reflect the as-
built conditions at your facility. This topic assessment may be revised
in the future if your facility design is changed or if NRC criteria relat-
ing to this topic are modified before the integrated assessment is com-.
pleted.

Sincerely,

Enclosures:
As stated

Dennis M. Crutchfield, hief
Operating Reactors Branch No. 5
Divis.ion of Licensing

cc w/enclosures:
See next page



Mr. John E. Maier

CC

Harry H. Voigt, Esquire
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby and MacRae
1333 New Hampshire Avenue, N. W.
Suite 1100
Washington, D. C. 20036

Mr. Michael Slade
12 Trailwood Circle
Rochester, New York'4618

Ezra Bialik
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental Protection Bureau
New York State Department of Law
2 World Trade Center
New York, New York 10047

Resident Inspector
R. E. Ginna Plant
c/o U. S. NRC
1503 Lake Road
Ontario, New York 14519

Director, Bureau of Nuclear
Operations

State of New York Energy Office
Agency Building 2
Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12223

Rochester Public Library
115 South Avenue
Rochester, New York 14604

Supervisor of the Town
of Ontar io

107 Ridge Road West
Ontario, New York 14519

Dr. Emmeth A. Luebke
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555 .

Or. Richard F. Cole
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, O. C. 20555

U. S. Environmental. Protection Agency
Region II Office
ATTN: Regional Radiation Representative
26 Federal Plaza
New York, New York 10007

Herbert Grossman, Esq., Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Ronald C. Haynes, Regional Administrator
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region I
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
631 Park Avenue
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406



SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM

TOPIC II-4.F

R. E. GINNA

TOPIC: II-4.F, Settlement of Foundations and Buried Equipment

INTRODUCTION

In order to assure that safety related structures, systems and components
are adequately protected against excessive settlement of the foundations,
an evaluation should be made on the settlement and differential settlement
of the foundations. The scope of this safety topic evaluation is to review
the information submitted by the licensee including existing settlement
data, geotechnical soil properties at the site, ground water table, etc.
and, using current review criteria as a basis to evaluate the effect of
existing settlement, if any, on safety related structures and the possibi-lity of future settlement on the safety related structures.

II. CURRENT REVIE'W CRITERIA

The current review criteria for this specific safety topic are:

1. SRP 2.5.4
2. Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100
3. NAVFAC DM-7

III. RELATED SAFETY. TOPICS AND INTERFACES

None

IV. EVALUATION

V,

From the information provided by the licensee (References 1 and 2), the
following findings are identified:

1. The containment, the auxiliary, and the intermediate buildings
are founded on the bedrock of the gueenstone Formation.

2,'he control and diesel generator buildings are founded on lean
concrete placed over the bedrock.

3. The buried service water pipeline are founded on granular fill
- compacted to at least 95 percent of maximum density at optimum
moisture content as determined in accordance with modified AASHO
procedure.

CONCLUSION

Based on the evaluation discussed above, the staff concluded that the
settlement of foundations and buried equipment is not a safety concern
at the Ginna plant.



REFERENCES

1. Letter from J. Maier, RG8E to D. Crutchfield, NRC dated June 30, 1981.

2. Letter from J. Maier, RGSE to D. Crutchfield, NRC dated January 15, 1982.





SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM
T - .D

R. E. GINNA

TOPIC: II-4.D, Stability of Slopes

I . INTRODUCTION

In order to assure that all safety related structures, systems and components
are adequately protected against the failure of natural or man-made slopes,
the possibility of movement of these slopes is evaluated by comparing forces
resisting failure to those causing failure. The scope of this safety topic
evaluation is to review the condition of existing slopes, including geo-
technical properties, ground water table, etc. and, using current review
criteria as a basis, to evaluate adequacy of these slopes.

II. CURRENT REVIEW CRITERIA

The current review criteria for this specific safety topic are:

1. NAVFAC DM-7
2. SRP 2.5.5
3. Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100

III. RELATED SAFETY TOPICS AND INTERFACES

None

IV. EVALUATION

From the information provided by the licensee (References 1 and 2), the
following findings are identified:

1. The licensee has identified two onsite slopes, whose failures may
be of safety concern.

2. The subsurface conditions beneath the first slope, located about
200 feet northwest of the Turbine Building, can be assumed to be
the same as those shown on Boring 1.

3. The subsurface conditions beneath the second slope, located east
of the Screen House, can be assumed to be the same as those shown
on Boring 3.

4, The licensee has assumed that the silty clay layer has a friction
angle of 32 degrees and concluded that these two slopes are suffi-
ciently stable. However, the licensee has not provided an adequate
basis to support its assumption and conclusion.

5. These two slopes are located in silty clay soils with reportedly
low shear strengths: about 2 psi for silty clay shown on Boring
1 and about 1 psi for silty 'clay shown on Boring 3. The evaluation
of stability of these two slopes should be based on the tested
shear strength of the two boring samples.





V. CONCLUSION

~ Based on the evaluation discussed above, the staff cannot conclude
that the onsite slopes are stable and recommends; (1) additional site
investigation in vicinity of safety related slopes and an analysis of
slope stability based upon in-situ soil properties or (2) a justifi-
cation that slope instability or failure would not adversely affect
the ability to safely shutdown the plant.

REFERENCES

1. Letter from J. Maier, RGSE to D. Crutchfield, NRC dated June 30, 1981.

2. Letter from J. Maier, RGSE to D. Crutchfield, NRC dated January 15, 1982.



July 9, 1981

Docket No. 50-244
LS05-81-O7-Ol 4

Mr. John E. Maier, Vice President
Rochester Gas 5 Electric Corporation
89 East Avenue
Rochester, New York 14649

Dear Mr. Maier:

SUBJECT: SEP REVIEW TOPICS II-4, GEOLOGY AND SEISMOLOGY AND II-4.B,
PROXIMITY OF CAPABLE TECTONIC STRUCTURES IN PLANT VICINITY

Enclosed is a copy of our evaluation for Systematic Evaluation Program
Topics II-4, "Geology and Seismology," and II-4.B, "Proximity of Capable
Tectonic Structures in Plant Vicinity." These assessments compare your
site condition, as described in the docket and references with the
criteria currently used by the staff for licensing new facilities.
Please inform us ifyour site condition differs from the licensing
basis assumed in our assessments.

Our review of these topics is complete and this evaluation will be
a basic input to the integrated safety assessment for your facility
unless you identify changes needed to reflect the existing site condi-
tion at your facility. These topic assessments may be revised in the
future if NRC criteria relating to these topics are modified before
the integrated assessment is completed.

Sincerely,

Enclosure:
As stated

cc w/enclosure:
See next page

Dennis M. Crutchfield, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch No. 5
Division of Licensing
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Mr. John E. Maier
~ ~

CC

Harry H. Yoigt, Esquire
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby and MacRae
1333 New Hampshire Avenue, N. W.

Suite 1100
Washington, D. C. 20036

V

Mr. MichaeliSlade
12 Trailwood Circle
Rocheste'r, New York 14618

Ezra Bialik
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental Protection Bureau
New York State Department of Law--
2 World Trade Center
New York, New York lt)047

J effrey Cohen
'New York State Energy Office
Swan Street Building
Core 1, Second Floor
Enqire State Plaza
Albany,, New York 12223

Director, Technical Development
Programs

State of New York Energy Office
Agency Building 2
Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12223

Rochester Public Library
115 South Avenue
Rochester, New York 14604

Mr. Thomas B. Cochran
Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.
1725 I Street,;::N- W.

Suite 600

llama hi
ngton;- D.='. 20006

; U..S. Environme'ntal Protection Agency
-'Region II Office

ATTN: EIS COORDINATOR
26 Federal Pla'za

~New'York, New York 10007

Herbert Grossman, Esq., Chairman
Atomic Safety,and Licensing Board
U. S.,Nuclear Regulatory Gomnission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dr. Richard F. Cole
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C.'0555

Dv. Emmeth A. Luebke
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U. S,. Nuclear Regulatory Coranission .

Washington, D. C. 20555

Supervisor of the Town
of Ontario

107 Ri dge Road West
Ontario, New York 14519

Resident Inspector
R- E. Ginna Plant
c/o U. S. NRC
1503 Lake Road
Ontario, New York 14519
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SEP SAFETY TOPIC EYALUATION

R. E. GINNA NUCLEAR POi<ER PLANT

TOPIC II-4, GEOLOGY AND SEISMOLOGY .

Introduction

During the time frame when SEP plants were designed, the licensees, because

compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.70 was not required, usually provided

only very minimal information in geologic and seismologic areas. Therefore,

in order to assess the adequacy of the design of these older plants with

respect to local geologic and seismologic phenomena, a re-review was necessary.

The scope of. this topic 'review included surface faulting, potential landslides,

ground collapse, possibility of liquefaction, etc.

Review Criteria

1. Standard Review Plan Sections 2.5.1, 2.5.2, 2.5.3, 2.5.4 and 2.5.5
'I

2. Appendix A to 10 CFK Part 100

Related Safet lo pcs and Interfaces

The related safety topics are II-4.A, II-4.B, and II-4.C. The conclusion from

each of these sub-topics form a part of the overall conclusion for this topic,

i.e., site specific ground response spectrum for this site.

Eval'uation

The geology and seismology of the Ginna site were first'eviewed in 1965

and 1966 by the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) and its advisors, the U. S.

Geological Survey (USGS) and the Environmental Science Services Administration

(ESSA) of the Coast and Geodetic Survey. In its report the USGS concluded

that a relationship between seism)city and mapped faults had not been demon-
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strated within the area. The ESSA concluded after its review of the regional

seismicity that the plant should be designed for a moaerately strong earth-

quake having an acceleration of approximately 0.20g without;;loss of function

of components important to safety.
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Recently, as a part of the SEP, a re-reyiew ef the seismological hazard at
~Ygrr ~

the Ginna site was conducted through the Site Specific Spectra Program
4 I

for the Eastern United States SEP facilities. The current recommendation for

the seismic input ground motion was--transmi'tted to the SEP Owners in a'etter
from D. H. Crutchfield, dated June 17, 1981. In Attachment 2 to the letter,

a memo from the Geosciences Branch, Division of Engineering, entitled, 'Final

Review and Recommendations for Site Specific Spectra at SEP Sites," the following

conclusion was drawn:

"Based upon our ongoing review of site 'geology to satisfy SEP Topics

II-4: Geology and Seismology, and II-4.B; Proximity of Capable Structures

to the Site, we do not anticipate that our final review of these topics

will have any impact upon the recommended spectra."

The geology of the site was re-assessed by the AEC staff when Rochester Gas
F

5 Electric Corporation (RG&E) applied for a full term license in August l97~.

At that time RGEE reported the discovery of faults adjacent to Ginna durin9

investigations f'r an alternate site for its Sterling Power Project. lie

reviewed the available data concerning these faults and concluded that they

were not capable within the meaning of App'endix A, 10 CFR Part 100.

Other new information that we became aware of since the CP review was the

existence of relatively high residual stresses in bedrock in the l.ake Ontario

region (Fitzpatrick PSAR and FSAR, Sbar and Sykes, 197", and Dames and Moore,
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1978, Nine Nile Point Geologic Investigations). We have reviewed the available
data and conclude that if such stresses were present at the Ginna site they

were most likely relieved during excavation and construction and do not

represent a problem to the plant. In response to staff questions RGEE con-

firmed tha. during the life of the plant there have been no occurrences

such- as cracked walls or foundations that can be attributed to high stresses

in bedrock.

During the SEP geological review of the Ginna site the staff reviewed

the following materials: the Ginna PSAP,, SER, Dames and Moore Geological

and Geophysical Investigations Ginna Site, Dames and Yoore Geologic Investi-

gations Nine Hile Point Unit 2, aerial photographs, topograhic maps, and

selected documents from the open literature .(a list of references is at

the end of this chapter).

The ollowing paragraphs present a brief description of the regional and
I

site geology.

The site is located on the southern shore of Lake Ontario in the eastern

portion of the Erie-Ontario Lowlands Physiographic Province (Fenneman, 1938).

The regional topography is of low relief and rises gradually from an elevation

of +250 msl at the lake to +500 at the Portage Escarpment which is the northern

boundary of the Appalachian Plateau Province to the south. A beach ridge 10

to 25 feet high parallels the shoreline of Lake Ontario 4 miles to the south.

North of the ridge is the lake plain of former glacial Lake Iroquois. The

site lies on this plain.

The southern margin of Lake Ontario is characterized by many promontories

which seem to reflect prominent joint directions in bedrock. The site is located
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near one such promontory called Smokey Point.. Major joint directions are N 75

to 85 E and 010 E to 30 W. Erosional bluffs. along the lake range from 15 to
0, 0 0 -" ~l

,
'p

30 feet high. Smokey Point, is located at the eastern end of a 5 mile long ridge,
s}

the crest of which is about +319'. Relief: in'the site are'a is low with

elevations ranging from +360 to +300. The site is underlain by 20 to

60 feet of glacial deposits, and approximately 2700 feet of Paleozoic

(570 million years beforo present..mybp to 225 niybp) sedimentary rocks over

crystalline basement. The uppermost Paleozoic unit is sandstone of upper

Ordovician (455 to 430 mybp) (}ueen s ton Formation.

The glacial deposits include at least two till horizons. The lower unit
overlies bedrock and varies in thickness from 6'to 25 feet. This unit
consists of grayish red, calcarous, silty clay. The unit is poorly sorted

7

and contains numerous striated and faceted pebbles, cobbles and boulders.

The upper till unit is at or near the ground surface and ranges from 7 to 30

feet in thickness. This unit is composed of relatively uniform olive gray to
yellow brown silty, sandy clay, with laroe boulders several feet in diameter.

Setween the two ti 11 horizons is a zone of lakebed deposits consisting of

gray, very plastic clay.

RGEE has determined by regional correlation that the lower till unit is
\

associated with the Wood ordian glacial advance, a substage of the Wisconsinan

Stage, which took place about 22,000 years ago. The lakebed deposit is believed

to have been deposited in the bed of Lake Iroquois. The upper till is

related to a minor glacial readvancement that occurred about, 12,000 years ago.

.The staff has examined the evidence and agrees with the licensee's interpretation.'



Conclusion

Based on the information provided in the references, the acceptable conclusions

of Topics II-4.A, II-4.B, and II-4.C and the evaluation stated above, we con-

elude that the information used for developing site specific spectra is adequate

and have re-affirmed that local geologic and seismologic phenomen'a will not

affect the plant.
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SEP SAFETY TOPIC EVALUATION

R. E. GINNA NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

TOPIC II-4.B, Proximity of Capable Tectonic Structures in Plant Vicinity

Introduction

In order to assure that the local geological features and the expected ground

shaking characteristics will not endanger the safety of plant facilities,
an evaluation should be made on the characteristics of local geological

features. The scope of this topic evaluation is to review the existing

information provided by licensee and to identify new features such as capable

faults, etc.

Review Criteria

1. Standard Review Plan Section 2.5.2

2. Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100

Related Safet To ics and Interfaces

The related safety topics are II-4, II-4.A and II-4.C. The results of this

review topic may affect the conclusion drawn for these related topics, i.e.,
site specific ground response spectra developed for the SEP plants.

Evaluation

Within the Ontario Lowlands the nearest regional'aulting is the Clarendon-

Linden structure near Batavia, New York. The structure trends north-south

and is about 35 miles west of Ginna. The fault is described (Fakundiny et al,

1978) as a complex faulted zone with major north-south set of subparallel

normal and reverse faults that have a cumulative displacement of approximately

100 meters with east side up. Data suggests that the zone is continuous

to the north across Lake Ontario for a total length of as much as 180 km.
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Fakundiny et al (1978) found no unequivocal evidence of post glacial fault-

ing among 36 faults, 6716 joints and 87 pop-ups studied around the Clarendon-

Linden fault system. However, numerous earthquakes, inc]uding the 1929

Modified Mercalli .Intensity YIIl earthquake, .tave occurred within the fault
~ IV lg

system near Attica. "

A number of seismologists have concluded that

these events are probably related to solution mining of salt.

The presence faults. has been documented at the Nine Mile Point and Fitzpatrick

nuclear sites approximately 50 miles east of Ginna; . The structures are three

west-northwest striking high angle faults, and several north-south striking thrust

faults and folds. Displacements range from inches to several feet. Several of

the faults mapped at Nine Mile Point, Unit 2 have been shown to have undergone

some movement during the last 10,000 years.'lthough the NRC staff has not

completed its review of these faults we have tentatively concluded that the

.most recent displacements are most likely associated with the complex phenomena

caused by glacial loading and unloading. However, no such post Pleistocene

faults have been identified at Ginna.

A structural complex was also discovered at the proposed New Haien site located

a few miles east of Nine Mile Point. These structures consist of a large

northeast striking anticline with several associated faults. The folds and,.

faults were demonstrated by the applicant to be non capable within the intent 'of

Appendix A (NYSBG 1 and 2 PSAR).



Several minor normal faults with 2 to 15 feet of displacements have Dccn

identified between the site and northward projection of the Clarendon-Linden

fault. There is no evidence that indicates post Pleistocene (less than 10 mybp)

movement along these faults.

During an investigation conducted by Rochester Gas and Electric Company (RGE)

in 1973 adjacent to the Ginna Nuclear site for an alternate site for the

Sterling Power Projec , evidence of faults was found in core borings. An extensive.

investigation program was carried out. The investigations included a large

trench excavated across the fault zone, additional borings, petrofabric and

minerological analyses, testing of samples from the fault zones, geophysical

explorations, and surface geological mapping.

The studies revealed that the fault zone was comprised of three down-to-the-

northeast faults that trended N65 W. The maximum offset is about 26 feet

which decreases to about 6 feet to the southeast near the plant. The fault

zone passes about 30 feet southwest of the Reactor complex. Three geological

reconaissanceswere made by a staff geologist to the site to review progress

of ihe 'investigations and examine features exposed in trenches across the

faul t zone.
P

A 1'arge trench across the fault revealed extensive deformation of glacially

deposited horizons but there was no deformation that was directly attributable

to tectonc movement along the faults.
a

The strongest evidence that these deformations are not related to tectonic dis-

placement on the bedrock faults is the presence of a horizontal unit at

the base of the lower till which lies undisturbed across the southernmost

fault, and stacking planes (imbricate thrust sheets caused by the southward

advancement of the glacier) that cut across the faults without displacements.
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also attempted to determine the aoe of fault gouge by radiometric

techniques, but the results were unreliable. However, other lines of evidence

indicate a much older age of last movement than Pleistocene„. This evidence
1

includes':
C

(1) the observation that the contemp~vary stress field is different from
I I

that in which the fault originated. According to Sbar and Sykes, 1973
tl,

the contemporary stress picture in Mestern Hew York is one of nearly
5

horizontal compression oriented in an eastwest direction. Evidence for

this is local squeeze and pop-up features and in-situ stress measurements

in the region, The existing stress field is not consistent either in

orientation or type oi stress field in which the faults were formed, and

the stress regime in which the faults were formed was essentially north-

east-southwest and tensional.

(2) The presence o unsheared hydrothermal crystals within the fault zone

demonstrate that faulting predates the hydrothermal event which deposited

the crystals and this event probably occurred no later than the Cretaceous

(63 million years ago). Analyses carried out by consultants to RGIKE show

that the mineralization of fluid inclusions in calcite crystals along with

sulfide mineralization, particularly pyrrhotite and molybdenite, more than

likely reflect hydrothermal mineralization at temperatures of. at least
(

225 to 300 C. The last known tectonic environment within which such

conditions could have developed in the area was about 65 million years ago.

(3) No recorded historic earthquake has occurred which could be associated with

the faults.



Re therefore conclude that the faults at least predate the latest major

glacial advance which occurred about 22,000 years ago. The weight of all

the available information indicates that the faults are more than 65 million

years old.

Construction photographs of the Ginna excavation were examined by the staff.

There were ample fair quality photos to cover most of the walls of the major

excavation. Bedrock bedding could be clearly seen in many of the photo-

graphs, and, although there are numerous joints, there is no indication of

displacement. We therefore, can conclude that there is no faulting directly

beneath the major Category I structures of'he plant.

Conclusion

Based on the information by the licensee and the analysis described above,

we conclude that there are no capable faults in the vicinity of Gonna site,
and that conclusions made during licensing reviews are still valid.
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